
Summit PolarPro Landscape KIT Ref: 817465023792
Summit PolarPro Landscape KIT
 
Unforgettable experience
The Summit Landscape kit  from the PolarPro brand surprises not only with perfectly matched equipment for photography enthusiasts,
the accessories are also made of the highest quality materials.  For those who love a challenge and are not afraid of adventure in the
wilderness - this kit is ideal, proving itself even in the toughest conditions.
 
Reliable components
Core
The aluminium construction has been created for professional photographers working in the field, for whom product reliability and long
life  are  very  important.  The  core  features  a  filter  lock,  hood  clip,  tool-free  mounting  options  and  an  integrated  CP  socket  with  easily
accessible controls.
 
Threaded plates
Permit free 360° rotation of currently installed filters in the system.
 
Cap
Reduces light scattering and "Ghosting" to provide finer detail in a composition.
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Circular polarizer
Aluminium border prevents the filter from being fingered and protects it from damage. Reduces glare through which colours blur and are
not clear .
 
ND filters
Reduce light on overexposure of the scheme. Aluminium borders prevent the filter from burning and protect it from damage. Features 16
layers of coating.
 
Delicate gradients
Balances exposure in strong lighting to increase dynamic range. Equipped with Quartz glass.
 
Photo bag
Safety from falls and protection of kit accessories. The bag is small in size, you can easily take it on a long outdoor trip - the equipment
packed in it does not weigh much.
 
Multimedia
 
Included: 
Accessories 
Dimensions
Core
112 mm
Threaded plates
77 mm, 82 mm
Circular Filter
107 x 4 mm
ND Filters
106 x 126 x 4 mm
Gradient filter
106 x 176 x 4 mm
Cap
150 x 160 mm

Preço:

€ 833.01

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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